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Abstract 
We prove a periodicity theorem on words that has strong analogies with the Critical Factoriza- 
tion theorem. The Critical Factorization theorem states, roughly speaking, a connection between 
local and global periods of a word; the local period at any position in the word is there defined 
as the shortest repetition (a square) “centered” in that position. We here take into account a dif- 
ferent notion of local period by considering, for any position in the word, the shortest repetition 
“immediately to the left” from that position. In this case a repetition which is a square does not 
suffices and the golden rutio cp (more precisely its square cpz = 2.618. .) surprisingly appears 
as a threshold for establishing a connection between local and global periods of the word. We 
further show that the number cpz is tight for this result. Two applications are then derived. In 
the firts we give a characterization of ultimately periodic infinite words. The second application 
concerns the topological perfectness of some families of infinite words. @ 1998 Published by 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
Ke.ywords: Combinatorics on words; Periodicity; Power-free words 
1. Introduction 
The study of periodicity is a central topic in combinatorics on words and presents 
some important applications in algebra, in formal language theory and in string search- 
ing algorithms. M.P. Schiitzenberger wrote in [13] that “the main results concerning 
periodicity on words are the theorem of Fine and Wilf and the Critical Factorization 
theorem”. In the Critical Factorization theorem, given a word ulu2 . . a,, for any in- 
teger i (1 < i <n - 1) one looks at the shortest repetition (a square) centered in that 
position, i.e. one looks at the shortest (virtual) suffix of ala2 . . ’ a; which is also a (vir- 
tual) prefix of aj+luj+2 . . . a, (cf. [ 1,9, 131). The local period at position i is defined 
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as the length of this shortest suffix. The Critical Factorization theorem states, roughly 
speaking, that the global period of ~14 . . . a, is the maximum of the local periods. 
The main result of this paper states a new periodicity theorem on words that presents 
some analogies with the Critical Factorization theorem. 
Two main points make the difference. Firstly, we define a local period by considering, 
for any position in the word, instead of a shortest repetition centered in that position, 
a shortest repetition immediately to the left from that position. 
The second difference is that, with this new definition, a repetition which is a square 
does not suffices and the golden ratio cp (more precisely its square y* = 2.618.. ,) 
appears as a threshold for establishing the connections between global and local periods 
of a word. Indeed, given a word ala2 . . a,, for any integer i (1 d i d n - 1) we consider 
the shortest cp*-repetition immediately to the left from the position i, i.e. the shortest 
suffix of ala2 . . ’ ai having, for some positive integer P, period P and length greater 
than (p2P. The integer P is called the cp-local period at the position i. 
By taking into account this new notion of local period, our main result states a 
relationship between the period of a word to its local periods. We further prove that 
the number (p* = 2.618 . . . is tight for this result, in the sense that for any real number 
smaller than (p2 (for instance 2) this result cannot be achieved. 
We then derive two applications of this result. In the first application we show, 
answering a question of Shallit [ 171, that an infinite word w = ai ~2~3 . . is ultimately 
periodic if and only if there exists a positive integer k such that for any n > k the finite 
word ala2 . . a, has a suffix that is a cp2-repetition. By using the Fibonacci word we 
show that the number v* is tight for this result. 
The second application concemes the perfectness (in the topological sense) of some 
families of infinite words. We show that the family of a-power free infinite words over 
an alphabet of cardinality greater than or equal to 2, with a 3 cp2 + 1, is a perfect set. 
This improves some results obtained by Currie [5]. 
Some of the results in this paper also appear in [15]. 
2. A periodicity theorem 
In this section we prove the main result of this paper. We need four preliminary 
lemmas. Let us start with the classical definition of periodicity on words. 
For any notations not explicitly defined in this paper we refer to [ 131. 
Definition 1. Let P be a positive integer and let w = ai . . ak be a word. We say that 
w has period P or, in an equivalent way, that P is a period of w if for any integers r, 
s such that 1 dr<s<k 
r E s (mod P) + a, = a,. 
Notice that any integer number P greater than the length Iw] of w is a period of 
w and notice also that if P > 0 is smaller than or equal to Iw] then w has period P 
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if and only if the suffix of w of length 1~1 - P is equal to the prefix of w of same 
length. 
Lemma 1. Let w = vu be u word having two periods, P und Q, with Q < P and 
IuI = Q. Then v has period P - Q. 
Proof. If Iv1 < P-Q then there is nothing to prove. If lvl> P-Q, we have to show that 
the suffix of length Iv1 -(P-Q) f o o is equal to the prefix of length Iv1 -(P - Q) of v. 
Since w is P-periodic and since any prefix of v is also a prefix of w, the prefix having 
length Iv1 - (P - Q) = IwI - P o v is equal to the suffix having length Iv1 - (P - Q) f 
of w. Since M’ is Q periodic, any suffix of w having length smaller than or equal to 
Iv1 is also a suffix of v. 0 
Lemma 2. Let u, v, w be words such that uv and VW have period P and Iv/ >P Then 
the word uvw bus period P. 
Proof. Let uvw = al . . . ak, U = Ul . . Ui, V = Ui+l . Uj, W = Uj+l . . . ak. By hypothesis 
j-i>P. Let Y,S be two integers such that l<r<s<k and YZS (mod P); we have 
to show that a, = a,. The only non trivial case is when r <i and s > j; in this case, 
since j - i3P, there exists t, i < t 6 j such that r E t E s (mod P). Since uv has 
period P, a, = a,; since VW has period P, at = a,. 0 
The golden ratio, here denoted by cp, plays a central role in this paper. Let us recall 
that cp is the real positive root of the equation x2 - x - 1 = 0 (i.e. cp = (& + 1)/2 = 
1.618.. .). As written in [ll], “the number cp is important in many parts of mathematics 
as well as in the art world, where it has been considered since ancient times to be the 
most pleasing ratio for many kind of design”. 
Since by definition (p2 = cp + 1, in the proofs of this paper we shall sometimes 
interchange (p2 and cp + 1 without mentioning it explicitly. 
Lemma 3. Let cp be the golden ratio and let P, Q be two positive integers with 
Q < P. The fbllowing two inequalities are equivalent. 
6) (cpl(cp + l)Y’~Q, 
(ii> (VP - Q)lV’ - Q> 2 (p2. 
Proof. Since cp + 1 = (p2 then inequality (i) is equivalent to P - (pQ < 0. By adding 
cpP - Q to both sides of previous inequality, one has P - (pQ + cpP - Q <cpP - Q, 
which can be rewritten as (P - Q)( 1 + cp) < rpP - Q that is equivalent to inequality 
(ii), since cp + 1 = (p2. 0 
In order to state the mail result of this paper we need some more definitions and 
notations. 
Let v be a word having period P and let c( be a real positive number. The word 
v is here called an u-repetition if Ivl/P> a; for instance a square is a 2-repetition. 
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Fig. 1 
Sometimes we say that c( is the order of the repetition v. If a a-repetition 
(resp. prefix) of a word w we say that w has an cx-sujix with period 
a-prefix with period P). 
Lemma 4. Let w = ala2 .. . aj be a word which has periods P, Q with 
let us suppose that Iwl> cpP. If Q < (cp/(q + 1 ))P then w has a cp2-sufJin 
Q; if Q >(cp/(cp + l))P then w has a cp2-sujix with period P - Q. 
v is a suffix 
P (resp. an 
Q < P, and 
with period 
Proof. We can suppose that the length of w is rcpP1 (otherwise we consider the suffix 
of w having this length). 
If Q < (cp/( cp + 1 ))P then ((pP)/Q > cp + 1 = (p2 and the statement of the proposition 
is true, because w has an [cpPl/Q-suffix with period Q (w itself). 
Let us suppose that Q 2 (cp/(cp + 1 ))P, i.e. (cp + 1 )Q 2 cpP (see Fig. 1). 
By Lemma 1 it follows that the word 
has period P - Q. One has that 
Iall(P - Q> = (rcppl - Q>l<f’ - Q> 2 (VP - Q>W - Q>. 
By Lemma 3, lvl/(P - Q) > (p2 and, so, by definition v is a cp2-repetition with period 
P - Q. Since w has period Q, its prefix v of length [WI - Q, is also a suffix of w. 
Therefore w has a cp2-suffix with period P - Q. 0 
In the following theorem we consider two positive integers k, t and a word x = 
al . . 'ak ‘. a, such that for any n, k Qn d t, the word al . . ’ a,, has a cp2-suffix, where 
cp is the golden ratio. 
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We define the q-local period p(n) as follows 
p(n) = min{d Ial . . a, has a $-suffix with period d}. 
We also define 
P = max{p(n)jk<n<t}. 
Z = min{n Ik<ndt and p(n) = P}. 
S = max{n (k<nd t and p(n) = P}. 
We can now state the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 1. The word aZ-_rqzp]+, . . . as has period P. Moreover Z < k + P. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number m of indices n such that p(n) = P. 
We first prove the statement for m = 1 (the base of the induction). 
If m = 1 there exists only one natural n such that p(n) = P. In this case Z = S 
and, by definition, az_rcp2p]+l . . . az has period P. 
It remains to show that 2 < k + P. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that 
Z - P>k, then the word al .. az--p has, by definition, a qo2-suffix with period p(Z - 
P) = Q. Notice that, since m = 1, Q < P. 
Two cases are possible: either Q > (cp/(cp + l))P, or Q <(cp/(cp + l))P. 
If Q > (cp/(cp + l))P, then (cp + 1)Q = (p2Q > cpP. Since by hypothesis al “‘az_p 
has a q2-suffix of period Q then the length of this suffix is 3 q2Q > VP. It follows 
that the word w of length rcpP1 
w = az-p-rcppl+l . az-p 
has period Q. 
Since aI . . az has a (p2 = (cp + 1)-suffix with period P, then al . . . az-p has a 
~-suffix with same period P. It follows that the word w has also period P. By Lemma 
4 w (and consequently al . az_p) has a cp2-suffix of period P - Q. 
We note that P - Q < Q, because Q a((p/(qo + l))P, and, so, Q > P/2. This con- 
tradicts the fact that p(Z - P) = Q. 
In the case Q 6 (q/(cp + l))P we also derive a contradiction. Indeed, since the word 
al ...az and the word a1 ... az_p have the same suffix of length [cpP1, and since 
the cp2-suffix of al . . az--p has in this case length <cpP, then p(Z)<Q<(cp/(q + 
1 ))P < P, against the hypothesis that p(Z) = P. 
We have now to prove the inductive step. Let m > 1. Denote by n^, the greatest 
among the numbers IZ < S such that p(n) = P. 
By inductive hypothesis, the word aZ- rC I+cpjp~ +, . a,- has period P. 
Moreover Z < k + P. 
Set L = n^ + 1. The word x = al . . . ak+t = al . al . . ak+t satisfies the hypothesis of 
the theorem by changing k with A, and we are in same situation than the previous case 
m = I. Therefore the word as-~(l+qP)Pl+I ... s a has period P. Moreover S < f + P. 
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Set u = ~z-~(I+~)PI+I ...a~-r(l+~)~l, u = QS-~(I+~)P~+I “.a,-, and w = q”.as. 
We know that uv and VW have period P. We now show that Iv] 2P. One has 
Iv]=G-(S- [(l+cp)P1)=ri-S+P- [CpPl. 
SinceS<k^+P<k^+P-l=n^+P, 
By Lemma 2 the statement of the theorem follows. 0 
The hypothesis in the previous theorem that for any n, k <n <t, the word al . . . a, 
has a cp2-suffix, is quite strong. In order to skip this hypothesis (analogously as done 
in the Critical Factorization Theorem by Duval, cf. [ 1,9, 13]), we extend the notion of 
cp-local period to the notion of virtual cp-local period. 
In the following Proposition we consider a word x = al . . . at. 
For any n, 1 <n <t, we define the cp-local virtual period a(n) as follows 
g(n) = min{dlal . . . a,, has a cp2-sulhx with period d or al . ’ . a, has period d} 
We define 
P = max{j(n)]l <n<t}. 
2 = min{n /l <n<t and j(n) = p}. 
3 = max{n 11 <n<t and j(n) = b}. 
Proposition 1. The word al . . a.+ has period P. Moreover 2 < (p2P. 
Proof. It is easy to verify that if p(n) is defined (i.e. al . . a,, has a cp2-suffix), then 
p(n) = j?(n). Moreover, if p(n) is not defined (i.e. al . . . a,, has no (p2-suffixes), then 
for any m, 1 <m<n, j(m)<j3(n). 
Consider now the set X = {n 11 <n< t and j(n) = p}. 
It is easy to prove that, supposing nl < ~22 with nl, n2 E X, if p(n2) is not defined 
then p(nl) is not defined. Analogously, if p(nl) is defined then p(n2) is defined. 
If for any n E X, p(n) is not defined, then al . . . a$, by definition of j(s), has 
period P and Ial . . . aSI = L? < (p2P, and, so, the proposition holds. 
Hence we can suppose that there exists a smallest number nl E X such that p(nl) is 
defined. The number n1 cannot be the smallest element of X (i.e. n1 = 2) otherwise, 
by Lemma 4, jj(nl - p) = p , i.e. nl - p E X, a contradiction. Set k = n’ + 1 where 
n’ is the greatest element of X smaller than n 1. 
We claim that for any n, k <n < t, the word al . . a,, has a (p2-suffix. If not then 
there exists a number n, k bn d t, such that al . . . a,, has no cp2-suffixes (i.e. p(n) is not 
defined) and such that j(n) < P. Previous conditions imply that for any m, 1 <m <n, 
j?(m)< b(n) < p, against the hypothesis that j(n’) = P. Thus the claim is proved 
and it is now possible to apply Theorem 1 to the word x with the previously defined 
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number k. By Theorem 1 ~~,_,~~~,+i . a$ has period P and ni < n’ + 1 + P, i.e. 
nl <n’ + P. 
Since p(n’) is not defined and j(n’) = P then al . a,,! has period P. By Proposition 
2, setting u = ai . . . a,, _ rq2p1, u = a,, _ ,cpzpl+, . . . a,~ and w = a,!+~ . . ag, since /u/ = 
n’-n~+~cp2P1~n’-n’-~+~(p2~l=~cp~l~lj,.,....~hasperiod~‘. 
It remains to prove that Z < (p2P. We know that Z <n’ and, consequently, p(Z) 
is not defined, i.e. ai ‘42 has no cp2-suffixes; this fact and the fact that j(Z) = P 
implies that Ial . .a21 = Z < (p2P, q.e.d. 0 
3. Ultimately periodic words 
We state now the first application of our theorem that is a characterization of infinite 
words that are ultimately periodic. This result, which answer a question asked by Shallit 
[ 171, is of independent interest and has also some interesting consequences. Indeed we 
will use it in the next section. 
Let us recall that an infinite word w = aiu2 . . is ultimately periodic if there exist 
natural numbers A4 > 0, Q > 0, such that the infinite word aMaM+ . . . has period Q. 
Theorem 2. An injinite word w = al a243 . . . is ultimately periodic if and only if there 
exists a number k such that ,for any n > k the jinite word ala2 . . . a,, has a cp2-sufJix. 
Proof. If W = UlQU3 . . is ultimately periodic then there exist natural numbers M > 0, 
Q > 0, such that the infinite word aMaM+] has period Q. Since (p2 < 3, for any 
n aA4 + 3Q the finite word ala2 . . a,, has an cp2-suffix. 
Let us suppose now that there exists a number k such that for any n > k the finite 
word ala2”’ a, has an cp2-suffix; we will show that w = UILZ~CZ~ . . is ultimately 
periodic. 
We firstly claim that Sup {p(n) 1 n 3 k} < k; we recall that we have defined p(n) as 
p(n) = min{d la, . . a, has a cp2-suffix with period d}. Let us suppose by contradic- 
tion that there exists an n such that p(n) = Pa k. Let Z be the smallest n satisfying this 
condition. This means that ala2 . . aZ has an (p2-suffix with period P. Hence the length 
Z of aia2...az must be greater than (p2P = (l+cp)P = P+qP>k+cpP > k+P. By 
Theorem 1, applied to the word ala2 . . az, one has that Z < k + P, a contradiction 
and the claim is proved. 
Let us now denote by P = Sup {p(n) 1 n > k} < k 
The proof of the proposition is by induction on P. 
If P = 1, for any n>k the word alal’ a,, ends with a cube of period 1, i.e. it 
ends with u3 where a is a letter. Trivially the infinite word w is ultimately periodic. 
Let us suppose now that the statement is true for any P’, 1 <P’<P. 
Two cases are possible. 
First case: there are infinitely many number n such that p(n) = P. We want to prove 
that the infinite word akak+l has period P. Let i,,j 3 k, i < ,j, with i = j (mod P); 
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we want to prove that ai = aj. Take S such that Saj and p(S) = P. By Theorem 1 
applied to the word ala2 . . . as the word ak . . . as has period P and, consequently, 
tli = aj. 
Second case: there are finitely many number 
greatest of such numbers. Set k’ = S + 1. Since 
satisfies the inductive hypothesis (considering k’ 
ultimately periodic. 0 
n such that p(n) = P; let S be the 
Sup{p(n) 1 nak’} = P’ <P then w 
instead of k) and, consequently, it is 
We remark that the smallest number M such that the infinite word CIMCZM+~ . . . is 
periodic cannot be bounded by a function of k. We only know (by the previous proof) 
that the period of the word aMaM+ ’ ’ ’ is smaller than k. An example is given by 
the word (baaa)"aaaaa . . ., n 23; here the number k can be chosen equal to 12 and 
A4 = 4n - 3. 
The following proposition shows that the number (p2 is tight for both Theorem 1 and 
for Theorem 2; its proof makes use of properties of the Fibonacci words (cf. [8,14]). 
Proposition 2. For any real number F > 0 there exists a natural number k > 0 such 
that for any n 2 k the prejix of length n of the injinite Fibonacci word has a ((p2 - E)- 
SUjiX. 
Proof. Given E > 0, choice a natural number n^ 33 such that for any n 2ii 
lh-11-Z 1 
>--&. 
lfnl cp 
This number n^ exists because (]fn-i I - 2)/l&l converges to l/cp. 
Fixed G, choose now a number $r BZ such that for any m >& 
hm+ 
lfml Ih+1l+l <E 
Ifm+lI . 
This number ti exists because I fm I is an increasing sequence and I fm l/l fm+l I con- 
verges to l/cp. 
We prove that if we take k = Ifti+s I - 2 the proposition is satisfied. 
Actually we prove that for any m 2 61 and for any i such that I&+3 I - 2 Q i < I fm+4 I, 
the prefix of length i of fm+4 has an (1 + cp - &)-suffix; indeed, if we prove this fact 
then, since I fm I is an increasing sequence, for any i 2 k there exists an m B & such that 
) fm+3 / - 2 did Ifm+4j and the proposition follows. 
In order to prove that for any m 2 fi and for any i such that I fm+3 I - 2 <i < I fm+4 (,
the prefix of length i of fm+4 has an (1 + cp - E)-s&ix, we need the following equalities, 
each of them is easly proved by induction; (1) holds for any k33, (2) and (3) hold 
for any k84. 
(1) fk+4 = fk+lfkfkfkgk-lfk-lfk> 
(2) hk-lh--l_h = h-1616lgk-2fk-2gk-1, 
(3) hgk-16lgk = h-16l.f-lgk-2fk-261. 
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We now state and prove two claims; the proof of the proposition will easily follow 
by putting together these two claims. 
We firstly claim that for any m 2 ti and for any i, Ifm+4 1- lb+, 1 - 1 < i < Ifm+4 1, 
the prefix of length i of fm+4 has an (1 + cp - E)-suffix. 
Let us fix one such number i; by definition one has that fm+4 = fm+3fm+z = 
fm+z fm+l fm+l fm. Since fm is a prefix of fm+l, the prefix of length i of fm+4 has an 
a-suffix of period I fm+l where 
r ~ Ifm+lfm+lfml - Ih+1l - 1 = * + lfml Mi+1l+ 1 - - 
Ifm+l I Ifm+l I Ifm+l I 
=2+;-;+ If*+ll 
lfml IM+1 >l+cp_E, - - 
lh+l I 
The last inequality holds because 2 CI- l/cp = 1 + cp and nz b &, and the first claim is 
proved. 
As second claim we state that for any h, 0 d h km - n^ the following two properties 
are true: 
(I) fm+4 = Wf~_hf~-hf~-hg~_h_~fm_h_,~~-h, where w iS a word Of length 
2(E;,a 1 fmpj+l 1)- Ifm+lI and Sm_h = fm_h if h iS even, &_h = gm_h if h 
is odd. 
(II) For any i, I fm+31 - 2 bid I fm+31 - 2 + C:=, I fm_il, the prefix of length i of fm+4 
has an (1 + cp - &)-suffix. 
Property (I) is technical and it is only used to prove in an inductive way Property (II). 
Base of the induction: let us suppose that h = 0. Since m 2 13 n^ >, 3 we can apply 
equality (1) with k = m. By equality (l), property (I) is easly checked. We have to 
prove property (II). Since .f&~fmfmfmgm-~ = fm+~fmfmfm~m--l~y, x and Y letters, is 
(by prope~y (1)) a prefix of fm+4 and since u,_i is a prefix of fm, then for any i 
such that lfm+~fmfmu,,,_~l <i61fm+~fmfmfmum_~~, the prefix of length i of fm+4 has an 
a-suffix with period 1 fml where 
a2 Ifmfm"m-ll =2+ l”m-ll = 2+ Ifm-11 -2 , 1 +cp_E. 
I.fml lfml lfml 
where the last inequality holds because m 3 2 2 n^ and 2 + i = 1 + cp. 
Since Ifm+~hfm+ll = lh+dJ,JLll - 2 = lh+zfm+ll - 2 = l&+31 - 2 and 
lh+d,&&~m-ll = Ifm+3l - 2+ Ihl, property (11) holds. 
Inductive step: let us now suppose that h 20, h < m - ii We want to prove that (I) 
and (II) hold for h + 1. 
Since by inductive hypothesis (I) holds for h, it is easy to prove, by using equality 
(2) or (3) applied to the suffix fm-_hgm-h-1 fm &l&-_h, that (I) holds also for h $ 1; 
notice that we can use equality (2) or (3) because h < m - n^ and, so, m - h>fi + 
123+1=4. 
We know now that 
wfm-h-1 fm-h-1 fm-h--lgm-h-2 = wfm-h-1 fm-h-lfm-h-1%-h-2X.% X and Y lefier% iS 
(by property (1)) a prefix of fm+4 where W has length -lfm+ll + 2x;:: Ifm_i+ll. 
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Hence for any i such that 
IWf__f__u__l mhlmhlmh2~~ <i< Iwfm_h-1 fm_h-1 fm-h__1u,,__h_21, the prefix of length i of 
fm+4 has an a-suffix with period 1 fm-h-11 where 
c(> ifm-h-lfm-h-IUrn-h-21 = 2 + m = 2 + Ifm-h-21 -2 > 1 + cp _ E 
, 
Ifm-h-l Ifm-h-l I Ifm-h-11 
where the last inequality holds because M - h - 1 >n^ and 2 + i = 1 + cp. 
%NX! Iwfm_h_l fm_h-Ium_h__21 = jfm+jj - 2 + E;+ jfm-jj, and since (II) holds for 
h, (II) holds also for h + 1 and the proof of the second claim is acheived. 
By (II) with h = m - n^, since ]fm + 31 - 2 + zy=!’ I fm_il = I fm+41 - Ifi+ - 2, one 
has that for any i, 1 f m + 3 I - 2 <i < fm+41 - fs+l I - 2, the prefix of length i of fm+4 
has an (1 + cp - &)-suffix; the proposition now follows by the result of the first claim. 
q 
4. Perfect sets of infinite words 
An infinite word x is or-power free for a real number CI > 1 if no factor of x is 
an a-repetition. The words that are 2-power free and 3-power free are usually called 
square-free and cube-free respectively. Given an alphabet A, we denote by PF(cr,A) as 
the set of infinite words over A that are a-power free. 
Several authors have studied the topological properties of the set PF(c(, A) for dif- 
ferent integer values of the number u and for different alphabets (cf. [4]). In particular 
Shelton and Sony in [ 18-201 proved that PF(2,A) is a perfect set for Curd(A) = 3. 
The most recent results have been obtained by Currie [5] who has shown that 
PF(a,A) is a perfect set for any integer CI greater than or equal to two and such that 
CI + Curd(A) 25, except possibly in the case LX = 3 and Card(A) = 2. This last case 
is posed as an open problem in [4] and recently solved in [6]. In [7] it is shown that 
PF(c(, A) is a perfect set for any real number ~1, 1 < a < 2 and large enough alphabet A. 
In this section we prove that PF(a, A) is a perfect set for any real number CI 3 (p2 + 1 
and Card(A) > 2. 
Definition 2. An infinite word x = ala2u3 . . . has the a-extention property over the 
alphabet A if for any h > 0 the prefix ~r42a3 . . ah of x is also a prefix of another 
infinite word y over the alphabet A which is a-power free and x # y. 
There is a strong connection between the previous definition and the topological 
notion of perfect set. Indeed, if we consider the usual topology of infinite words (cf. 
[ 13]), then PF(a,A) is a perfect set if and only if any word x in PF(c(,A) has the 
a-extention property over A. 
In next propositions we shall use the infinite Thue-Morse word t = bl b2b3 . . , bi E 
A (cf. [13]). Let us denote by th the h-th suffix of the Thue-Morse word which is the 
infinite word: th = bj,bh+, bh+2 . . ‘. 
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Recall that an infinite word is overlap-free if it is (2 +&)-power free for any E > 0. 
It is well known (cf. [13]) that the Thue-Morse word t is overlap-free. The perfectness 
of the set of overlap free infinite words is well known (cf. [ 10, 161) and is used in the 
proof of the following lemma. 
In the sequel, by the alphabet of a word w we mean the set of letters that appear 
in the word MJ. 
Lemma 5. Let k, h be positive integres und let th be the h-th sujix of the Thue 
Morse word. If the word x = ala2 . . akth is a-power free with c( > 3, then x has the 
x-e.ytention property over the same alphabet of X. 
Proof. Let th = bhbh+l . . . It is known (cf. [16]) that for any i 3 0, bh . . . bh+i is prefix 
of another infinite word & , & # th, which is also overlap-free. Choose i > ak and the 
corresponding &,. We prove that the infinite word y = ala2.. ak$h is cc-power free. 
Let us suppose, by contradiction, that y contains an x-power. Set 
u = alal . . ak, Iul = k 
v = b/,b,,+, . . . bh+i> /vi > ak, 
&, = vs, 
s = I&+;+, vi+;+* . . . 
Then we can write: y = uvs. 
If y contains an a-power, with ~33, then there exists a prefix of y of the form 
wz’zn, with z’ suffix of z, lz’z”l/lzl > c(. We have n = [CY~ 23. 
The word wz’z is prefix of u, otherwise there exists a suffix z” of z such that z”z”-’ 
is prefix of $I,, contradicting the hypothesis that & is overlap-free. Thus IzI < k. On 
the other hand uv is a proper prefix of wz’z”, otherwise x contains an cc-power. It 
follows that P2 IS not a factor of v and then (n - 2)/zl > Iv1 > ak. From this we 
derive IzI > [x/(n - 2)]k and, since n = 1~1, one has /zI > [~/(n - 2)]k > k, which is 
a contradiction. This concludes the proof. q 
Lemma 6. Let a > 3. If al a2 . . . ak is x-power free and has no (a - 1) sufixrs, then 
there exists u number i such that ala2 . . .akti is E-power free, where t, is the i-th 
sufix of the word of Thue-Morse. 
Proof. Let us consider the infinite word aLa2 . . . aktl; if it is not a-power free, then it 
contains a word u that is a power with exponent 3c( and period P. We can write 
aIa2. ’ ’ aktl = vux, 
where 1) is a finite word prefix of aLa2 aktl and x is an infinite word, suffix of 
ala2.. . aktl. Since tl is overlap free then Iv1 < k and since ula2.. ak has no (X - 1) 
suffixes then lvul > k. 
Hence we can decompose u = U’U” such that ul al.. ak = vu’ and tl = d’x. 
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Since ti is overlap free then lu’l/P>cc - 2 and since ai@. . . ak has no (E - 1) 
suEixes then /#I/P > 1, i.e. 
(1) k~h4’l~(cr - 2)P > P, 
(2) Iu”I > P. 
By (1) and (2), since u has period P, Uk_p+lak-p+2”‘aktp+l = tl. 
Let us now consider the word ala2. . . aktp+l; if it is not a-power free, then it 
contains a word u2 that is a power with exponent >a and period P2. We can write 
Lz,U2”’ aktP+l = vZUZx2, 
where v2 is a finite word prefix of ala2 . . . aktp+l and x2 is an infinite word, suffix of 
ala2. ’ . aktP+l. 
With same argument developed above we can decompose ~2 = u!&’ such that 
ala2. . . ak = vu; and tl = 24x2 and such that 
(3) k>l4l>(a-2)P2 >p2 
(4) Iu:‘I > p2. 
By (3) and (4), ShCe u2 has period P2, ak_p2+lak_p2+2. ’ . akfp+pz+l = fp+l. 
We claim that P2 > P; indeed by (3) and (4), since u2 has period P2 the word 
ak-P1+lak-Pz+2 . . . aktp+l has a 2 + (l/P)-prefix with period P; if P2 QP then ak_pz+l 
ak-P2+2. ’ . uktp+l is contained in ak_p+lak_p+2.. . aktp+l = tl , that is impossible be- 
cause tl is overlap-free. 
We can iterate this construction and obtain a sequence of integers P = PI < P2 < . . . 
such that for any j, Pj < k. Hence this sequence must be a finite sequence P = 
PI <P2 <... < Pq, and this means that there exists number i = P1 + P2 + . . + Pq 
such that ala2 ’ . ’ aktj is Cqmwr free. 0 
Theorem 3. PF(ct, A) is a perfect set for any real number M 2 (p2 + 1 and Card(A) 2 2. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove that if x = ala2a3 . . . is a-power free, with c( 2 (p2 + 1 
then x has the a-extention property over the alphabet of x. 
If there exists a natural number h > 0 such that for any iz ah, ~1~2. . a,, has an 
(a - 1 )-suffix, then by Theorem 2 the word x would be ultimately periodic and, con- 
sequently, not a-power free (contradiction). Hence for any h > 0 there exists a k 2 h 
such that alu2u3 . . . ak has no (a - 1) suffixes. By Lemma 6 there exists a number i 
such that y = uia2. . . akt; is cc-power free, where ti is the i-th suffix of the word of 
Thue-Morse. If y # x then the thesis of the theorem holds. If y = x then by Lemma 
5 the thesis of the theorem holds too. q 
5. Conclusions and open problems 
In this paper we have proved a new periodic&y theorem on words (Theorem 1) that 
presents strong analogies with the Critical Factorization theorem. 
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Indeed in the Critical Factorization theorem, for any position in a word, one considers 
repetitions centered in that position, whereas in Theorem 1 of this paper we consider 
repetitions immediately to the left from that position. This different point of view 
leads to take into account repetitions of different order in the two cases: order 2 for 
the Critical Factorization theorem and order (p2 for Theorem 1 of this paper. One can 
then ask the question whether it is possible to formulate a more general result having 
as particular cases the Critical Factorization theorem and Theorem 1. 
The characterization of ultimately periodic infinite words given in Section 3 (The- 
orem 2) is obtained as a consequence of Theorem 1. Let us remark that a similar 
characterization can be obtained as a consequence of the Critical Factorization theorem 
(cf. [15]). 
Let us further remark that the proof of Theorem 2 is obtained in two steps: in the 
first step we prove that the function p(n) is bounded; in the second step this condition 
is used to prove that the infinite word is ultimately periodic. This second step can be 
extended to a biinfinite word, i.e. one can prove that, if a biinfinite word x satisfies the 
condition that the corresponding function p(n) is everywhere defined and it is bounded, 
then x is periodic (cf. [2]). 
However it is not difficult to verify that there exist biinfinite non periodic words 
such that the corresponding function p(n) is defined for all integers n (and it is not 
bounded). In conclusion Theorem 2 cannot be extended to biinfinite words. 
As to concern the contents of Section 4, we can generalize the notion of overlap free 
word in the following way: we say that a word is weakly a-power free if it is (a + E)- 
power free for any E > 0. For instance the set of the overlap-free words coincides with 
the set of the weakly 2-power free words. We denote by WPF(a, A) the set of infinite 
words over A that are weakly cc-power free. 
One has that PF(c(,A) c WPF((r,A); it is also easy to see that if CI is not a ra- 
tional number PF(a, A) = WPF(c(, A). Moreover, in general, PF(a, A) # WPF(cr, A); 
indeed if we consider a binary alphabet A the set PF(2,A) is empty while the set 
of overlap free words over a binary alphabet WPF(2,A) it is well known to be 
non empty. 
We can pose the following two questions: 
Question 1. rf a is rational and PF(a,A) # 0 is it true that PF(cr,A) # WPF(a,A)? 
Question 2. If tl is rational and WPF(a,A) # 8 is it true that PF(cr,A) # WPF(cz,A)? 
Even if the two questions are very similar, the second seems much deeper because 
it is probably linked to a famous conjecture of Dejan (cf. [13]). 
We can prove in an analogous way as Theorem 3 that WPF(cr, A) is a perfect set 
for any real number c( 2 (p2 + 1 and Card(A) >2. 
Motivated by this result, by the results and questions in [4,5], and by the fact that 
the set WPF(2,A) is perfect over a binary alphabet (cf. [ 161) we state the following 
question: 
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Question 3. Is it true that for any real number CI and for any alphabet A, the set 
PF(H,A) (WPF(a,A) respectively) is either empty or perfect? 
As final remark let us mention the applications of the results of this paper to string 
matching algorithms. 
In [12] Galil and Seiferas give a time-space-optimal string matching algorithm. A 
main tool in [12] is a combinatorial theorem on words that the authors call “De- 
composition Theorem”. This result has been improved by Crochemore and Rytter 
in [3]. 
In [ 151 the Decomposition Theorem is further improved as an application of our 
main theorem. As a consequence one can give a better upper bound on the number of 
comparisons in the text processing in the algorithms of [ 12,3]. 
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